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Introduction

There is rumoured to be, outside Kyoto, a tea house called the Shadows of Time. Very few have ever 
heard of it, but there is the example of a reporter who got to visit, and who interviewed the master. 

All we have from that visit is the old reel to reel tape recording and a bit of a hand-written story. I have  
transcribed and assembled the story as best I can from the materials I found in the University Library. 
Here then, is that story.

Kim Taylor, February 2024
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Kenta: I would like to thank you all, especially you sensei, for allowing me to come and visit with you 
here in the tea room. I hope you don't mind if I record all this. No? Good. First can I ask you three to 
introduce yourselves, your names and a little bit about who you are and what you do?"

Kazuo: "Of course, you are most 
welcome here. I am Kazuo, the tea 
master of this house. For many years, I 
have dedicated myself to the art of tea, a 
tradition that transcends mere drink and 
delves into the spiritual connection 
between nature and humanity. It is my 
duty and honour to preserve and share 
this ancient wisdom with those who seek 
it."

Emiko: "Hi! I'm Emiko. I'm a martial 
artist, specifically practising Kendo and 
Iaido. I've always been drawn to the 
spiritual aspects of martial arts, the way 
they connect the mind, body, and spirit. I 
came here initially seeking solitude and a 
deeper connection to the natural world, 
and I found much more. This place, its 
stories, and its secrets have become a part 
of my journey."

Hiroshi: "Hello, I'm Hiroshi. By profession, I'm a scientist, an environmental biologist, to be precise. 
My work focuses on the empirical understanding of nature, its patterns, and the ways we, as humans, 
interact with our environment. I must admit, my path here was one of skepticism, aiming to demystify 
the so-called magical elements of this place. Yet, what I've encountered has challenged my perceptions, 
blending the lines between science and the supernatural."

Kenta: Thank you all. You have mentioned that this tea house has a mystical reputation, and I must 
admit that is why I have come here. Hiroshi, can you tell me a bit about what you have experienced 
here that leads you to believe it is mystical. 

Hiroshi: "Certainly. As someone deeply rooted in the scientific method, I approached the stories about 
this place with a healthy dose of skepticism. However, a few experiences here have nudged me towards 
reconsidering my stance. For instance, one evening, while analyzing environmental data nearby, my 
instruments began to behave erratically. Readings fluctuated wildly without any discernible cause. 
Initially, I thought it to be a technical malfunction, but these anomalies only occurred within the 
vicinity of the tea house."

"On another occasion, I observed a peculiar phenomenon in the garden. Plants that should have been 
dormant according to their biological cycles were blooming out of season, as if the area operated under 
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a different set of natural laws. These occurrences, while not definitive proof of the mystical, certainly 
challenge the boundaries of conventional science. It's as if the tea house and its surroundings exist in a 
state of harmony with nature that defies empirical explanation."

Kenta: Anything else?

Hiroshi: "Yes, there's more. One night, under a clear sky, I decided to conduct a simple experiment 
using water samples from the tea house's well. In my lab, such experiments are routine, but here, the 
results were anything but ordinary. The water's molecular structure exhibited patterns I hadn't seen 
before; it was as if the water was imbued with a kind of energy or essence that science hasn't yet 
explained.

“And then, there was the mist. Early one 
morning, a mist enveloped the grove, a 
common enough occurrence in these parts. 
However, this mist felt... alive, almost 
sentient. It moved in ways that breezes or 
natural air currents couldn't account for, 
swirling around the tea house, then 
dissipating as suddenly as it had appeared, 
revealing a momentary glimpse of the grove 
in a light I've never seen before—ethereal, 
shimmering.

“These experiences, among others, have led 
me to a profound realization: there are 
dimensions of existence that science is yet 
to understand, and this tea house, with its 
rich history and spiritual significance, 
stands as a gateway to those realms."

Kenta: What about you Emiko, have you experienced anything mystical about the tea house or the 
gardens around it? 

Emiko: "Absolutely, where do I even begin? My training in martial arts has always been about more 
than just physical discipline; it's a spiritual journey. The first time I stepped into the gardens of this tea 
house for meditation and practice, I felt an immediate and intense connection to the land. It was as if 
the energy of the place was alive, communicating with me, guiding my movements more fluidly than 
ever before."

"And then, there are the fireflies. One evening, while practising, the garden began to glow with 
hundreds of fireflies. It wasn't the season for them, and yet, there they were, illuminating the darkness 
around me. But it wasn't just their light; it was as if they were dancing in sync with my movements, 
responding to the energy I was projecting. It was a magical, humbling experience that transcended any 
logical explanation."
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"But perhaps the most profound experience was during a full moon night. As I practiced, the shadow of 
the moonlight seemed to cast shapes and forms 
that moved with a purpose, almost guiding me 
towards a deeper understanding of my own 
martial art. It was as if the ancestors themselves 
were present, teaching me through the shadows 
and the light. This place, its atmosphere, and its 
connection to something beyond the physical 
realm have deeply influenced my practice and 
my understanding of the martial arts as a path 
to spiritual enlightenment."

Kenta: Shadows and light teaching you. I 
wonder, do you suppose that might be the 
origin of the stories of Tengu who taught 
swordsmanship to the martial artists of old? Do 
you know about the Tengu?

Emiko: "Yes, I'm familiar with the legends of 
the Tengu, the mythical creatures said to dwell 
in the mountains and forests of Japan, often depicted as protectors of the Dharma and as skilled martial 
artists themselves. They are revered in folklore as both formidable warriors and wise teachers, 
particularly in the art of swordsmanship. The connection between my experiences here and those 
ancient stories is a fascinating thought."

"Considering the experiences I've had in these gardens, it's not hard to imagine how such legends 
began. The way the natural elements seem to interact with us, teaching and guiding, mirrors the tales of 
Tengu imparting wisdom and martial skills to worthy practitioners. Perhaps what I perceived as the 
dance of fireflies or the guiding light of the moon were manifestations of the same forces that inspired 
the stories of Tengu."

"The idea that these gardens might be a place where the veil between the natural and the supernatural is 
thinner, where beings like Tengu could impart their knowledge, doesn't seem so far-fetched now. It's as 
if the stories of old are not just myths but are based on real encounters with the mystical, encounters 
that continue to this day for those open to them. In a way, my training here has become a bridge 
connecting me to those ancient traditions, a reminder that the spiritual journey of martial arts is deeply 
intertwined with the mysteries of nature and the universe."

Kenta: So you think that maybe the Tengu really are here, and teaching you?

Emiko: "It's a compelling thought, isn't it? While I haven't seen a Tengu in the flesh, as the legends 
describe them—with their human-like form, bird-like features, and supernatural prowess—the essence 
of what they represent feels very much alive here. The experiences I've had suggest a teaching force, a 
presence that guides and enlightens, much like the Tengu would.
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To say they are 'here' might not mean physically, in the way we understand existence, but perhaps their 
spirit, their energy, or their essence is present. It's this essence that seems to interact with those who 
come here with a genuine heart and an open mind, ready to learn and grow.

So, in a way, yes, I believe the teachings of the Tengu, or at least what they symbolize, are imparting 
wisdom and skill to me. It's a mystical connection, one that transcends the need for physical 
manifestation. The lessons are real, the growth is tangible, and the guidance is as clear as if a master 
were standing beside me, even if unseen. This place, with its layers of history and spirituality, serves as 
a conduit for such encounters, bridging worlds and dimensions."

Kenta: Sensei I have saved you for last, you don't think the tea house has any mystical aspects do you? 
It was Emiko who invited me here, but surely you, a master of tea, don't believe in the supernatural.

Kazuo: "Ah, my friend, belief in the supernatural is not a prerequisite for experiencing the profound 
depths of reality that this tea house embodies. As a tea master, my life's work is steeped in tradition, in 
the meticulous preparation and presentation of tea, which, in itself, is a form of meditation, a bridge 
between the tangible and the intangible."

"To say I do not 'believe' in the supernatural might be too simplistic. I have lived long and have seen 
the seasons change many more times than most. In this time, I have come to understand that what we 
call 'supernatural' is merely aspects of this world that we are yet to fully comprehend. The tea 
ceremony, with its rhythms and rituals, opens doorways to understanding these aspects. It is a dance of 
elements—earth, water, fire, air—coming together in harmony. In this harmony, there is magic, if you 
will, but it is a magic born of natural balance, of deep respect for the processes that sustain life."

"This tea house, it is not just a structure of wood and paper. It is a keeper of time, a silent witness to the 
ebb and flow of the universe. Its mystical reputation, as you call it, comes from the experiences of 
those who have passed through its doors, experiences that often defy simple explanation. But these 
experiences are rooted in the natural world, in the very real magic of growth, decay, and renewal."

"So, while I may not speak of Tengu in the gardens or 
spirits guiding the sword, I acknowledge the presence 
of something greater than us, a force that connects all 
things. This tea house, with its ancient timbers and 
whispered secrets, stands as a testament to that force. 
And in each cup of tea I prepare, I offer a connection 
to that vast, unseen world, inviting others to look 
beyond what is immediately visible and find the 
extraordinary in the ordinary. In this way, yes, the tea 
house is mystical, but not in the way you might 
expect. Its mysticism lies in its ability to connect us to 
the essence of life itself."
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Kenta: So the very age of the place, the countless experiences of those who have been inside, may 
have seeped into the walls, as it were. And your preparation of tea may allow those who visit to connect 
with that, shall we call it a life force, in the walls?

Kazuo: "Precisely. The concept of objects and places absorbing the energies and experiences of those 
who interact with them is a profound one. This tea house, through centuries of serving as a sanctuary 
for countless souls seeking peace, wisdom, or simply the warmth of a cup of tea, has indeed become a 
vessel of accumulated life force. Each tea ceremony I conduct is not merely about serving tea; it is an 
invitation to connect with this accumulated essence, this 'life force,' as you aptly named it."

"Consider the tea ceremony as a conduit, a means through which this life force is made palpable to 
those present. Through the ritualistic cleansing of utensils, the precise temperature of the water, the 
deliberate and mindful movements, and the serene atmosphere, participants are invited to ground 
themselves in the moment, to become fully present. It is in this state of heightened awareness and 
presence that one becomes receptive to the energies of the tea house."

"This connection, this communion with the life force of the place, allows for a profound experience of 
unity and harmony. It is as if the boundaries between past and present, between the self and the other, 
dissolve, leaving a sense of oneness with all that has been and all that is. In this way, the tea ceremony 
transcends its physical components, becoming a gateway to a deeper understanding of existence itself."

"So yes, the tea, the ceremony, this ancient tea house—they are all mediums through which we can 
connect with the life force imbued in these walls. It is a subtle, yet immensely powerful, experience 
that speaks to the core of our being, reminding us of our place in the tapestry of life and inviting us to 
partake in its infinite beauty and complexity."

Kenta: Hiroshi San, you mentioned a mist that swirled around not quite naturally. Would this be 
similar to Emiko's shadows and light, do you think?

Hiroshi: "Reflecting on it, there is indeed a parallel to be drawn between the mist I experienced and 
Emiko's observations of shadows and light. Both phenomena suggest an interaction with the 
environment that goes beyond mere physical presence. The mist, with its seemingly sentient 
movement, and the shadows and light, with their purposeful guidance, might indeed be manifestations 
of the same underlying force."

"From a scientific perspective, we might attempt to explain these occurrences through natural 
phenomena or optical illusions. Yet, the precise nature of these experiences, and the personal impact 
they've had on each of us, suggests something more. It's as if the tea house and its surroundings act as a 
medium for this force, allowing it to express itself in ways that resonate with those who are present."

"Considering the tea house's history and the accumulated life force Kazuo-san spoke of, it's 
conceivable that what we're experiencing are expressions of that accumulated energy. Whether it's the 
swirling mist or the dancing shadows and light, these might be ways the tea house communicates with 
us, guiding us toward a deeper understanding of the world around us and our place within it."
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"So, yes, I believe there's a connection between my experience with the mist and Emiko's with the 
shadows and light. Both phenomena challenge our conventional understanding of reality and invite us 
to consider the existence of more subtle, perhaps mystical, dimensions of interaction with our 
environment."

Kenta: I must admit, I am a bit of a skeptic, as you were Hiroshi.

Hiroshi: "Skepticism is a healthy approach, especially in a world where the empirical and the 
observable are often considered the only valid forms of knowledge. My own journey from skepticism 
to a more open-minded consideration of these experiences has been surprising, to say the least. It's 
important to question, to seek evidence, and to rely on rational thought processes. Yet, what I've learned 
here is that there are experiences and phenomena that defy easy explanation within the framework of 
conventional science."

"The skepticism I arrived with was rooted in a belief that all phenomena could be understood through 
scientific inquiry. However, the experiences shared here, and my own encounters with the inexplicable, 
have broadened my perspective. They've shown me that there are layers of reality and ways of knowing 
that extend beyond the reach of our current scientific methodologies."

"It doesn't mean abandoning skepticism or critical thinking. Rather, it's about expanding our 
understanding of what constitutes evidence and being open to the possibility that some aspects of the 
universe are not easily quantifiable or reproducible in a lab setting. It's a humbling realization, one that 
has only deepened my appreciation for the mysteries of the world and the myriad ways in which we can 
engage with them."

"So, while skepticism is a valuable and necessary stance, I've come to appreciate the importance of 
balancing it with openness and curiosity. The tea house, with its mystical aura and the profound 
experiences it engenders, serves as a powerful reminder that reality is far more complex and wondrous 
than we might assume at first glance."

Kenta: There are more things in heaven and Earth, Horatio...

Kazuo: "Indeed, that line from Shakespeare's 'Hamlet' encapsulates the essence of our discussions 
today. 'There are more things in heaven and Earth, Horatio, than are dreamt of in your philosophy.' It 
speaks to the vastness of the unknown, the limits of human understanding, and the humility with which 
we should approach the mysteries of the universe."

"This tea house, the experiences we've shared, and the stories that have unfolded within its walls, all 
point to a reality brimming with unseen forces and wisdom waiting to be discovered. Our 
conversations, our practices, and even our skepticism serve as bridges to these deeper truths."

"It is a reminder that, regardless of our backgrounds—be it in science, martial arts, or the art of tea—
our quest for understanding and connection is a shared journey. The mysteries of the world are not to be 
solved but to be lived, explored, and revered."
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"So, let us keep our minds open and our hearts ready to receive the lessons that life, in all its mysticism 
and wonder, has to offer. For in the pursuit of the unknown, we find not only answers but also a deeper 
sense of our place within the vast tapestry of existence."

Kenta: Emiko, can you tell me a bit more about your martial arts training please? I know you study the 
sword, but I don’t know much else. Are you good at it?

Emiko: "Certainly I’ll tell you! My journey with martial arts, particularly with the sword arts like 
Kendo and Iaido, has been a deeply fulfilling part of my life. It's not just about mastering the 
techniques or the physical discipline, though those are important. It's also about the spiritual and mental 
growth that comes with it. The practice is a way of life, teaching principles like respect, focus, and the 
pursuit of harmony between mind, body, and spirit."

"As for whether I'm good at it, I believe that's a continuous journey. In the world of martial arts, the 
concept of 'mastery' is often more about the journey itself rather than a destination. Every day, every 
practice, is an opportunity to learn and to refine not just my skills with the sword but also my character. 
I've had successes in competitions and have reached a level of proficiency that allows me to teach 
others, which is a great honour."

"But the beauty of martial arts, especially in the disciplines I practice, is that there's always room to 
grow. You can always become more precise, more graceful, and more attuned to the deeper aspects of 
the art. My training here, in this mystical environment, has added a unique dimension to my practice. 
It's as if the energy of this place, its history, and its spirit, infuse each movement with a deeper 
significance."

"So, while I strive to improve and to honour the traditions of the martial arts I practice, I also embrace 
the journey itself. It's about constant learning, about facing oneself, and about the pursuit of a deeper, 
more profound connection to the world around us. 
That, to me, is the true measure of 'being good' at it."

Kenta: Do you train exclusively here at the gardens? 
Who is your sensei?

Emiko: "While the gardens of this tea house have 
become a sacred space for my training, offering peace 
and a profound connection to nature, my training 
journey extends beyond just this place. I train in a dojo 
in the city as well, where I learn under the guidance of 
my sensei, a master who has not only honed my skills 
with the sword but also instilled in me the deeper 
values of martial arts—discipline, respect, and the 
pursuit of self-improvement."

"My sensei is someone I hold in great respect. He has been practising the art for decades and carries 
with him not just technical proficiency but the wisdom of the art's philosophy. His teachings go beyond 
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the physical aspects of Kendo and Iaido; he teaches us about the history, the spirit behind each form, 
and how our practice can enrich every part of our lives."

"Training under him in the dojo provides a structured environment where we can spar, receive direct 
feedback, and engage with a community of fellow martial artists. It's a space where the traditions of the 
art are preserved and passed down, and where I've formed bonds with those who share this path."

"But the gardens here... they offer something different, something equally valuable. It's here that I can 
meditate, connect with nature, and practice in solitude. The energy of this place complements the 
structured training of the dojo, allowing me to explore the more introspective and spiritual aspects of 
martial arts. It's a balance between the external guidance of my sensei and the internal guidance I find 
in the quiet of nature."

"So, my training is a blend of the teachings I receive from my sensei in the dojo and the personal, 
reflective practice I engage in here at the tea house gardens. Each has its place in my journey, shaping 
me into not just a better martial artist, but a better person."

Kenta: So Emiko, you live and train in Kyoto, what about you Hiroshi? Where do you live?

Hiroshi: "I'm actually based in Tokyo. My work as an environmental biologist keeps me anchored in 
the city, where I'm involved with research and teaching at a university. Tokyo, with its bustling energy 
and constant innovation, offers a unique perspective on the interplay between urban development and 
environmental conservation. It's a fascinating place to be for someone in my field."

"However, I often travel for my research, exploring various ecosystems across Japan and beyond. 
These trips allow me to engage directly with the natural world, studying its complexities and the ways 
human activity impacts it. It was one such research project on the effects of urbanization on natural 
habitats that initially brought me to the area surrounding this tea house."

"Coming here, to the tea house and its gardens, has been a profound counterpoint to my urban life and 
scientific work. It offers a space for reflection and a deeper connection to the natural world that's often 
easy to lose in the city. The experiences I've had here, the stories shared, and the mysteries I've 
encountered, have enriched my understanding of nature, not just as a scientist but as a human being."

"So, while my home and work are in Tokyo, my curiosity and my quest for understanding have led me 
to places like this tea house, bridging the gap between the urban and the natural, the empirical and the 
mystical. It's a balance I continue to navigate in both my professional and personal journeys."

Kenta: Kazuo sensei, I understand you have many stories about the history of this place. Could you tell 
us some please? 

Kazuo: "Ah, yes. This tea house, with its ancient timbers and quiet gardens, has been a silent witness 
to many chapters of history, each layer adding to its rich tapestry. Let me share a story that has been 
passed down through generations, one that captures the essence of this place."
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"Many centuries ago, this tea house was established by a wandering monk who had a profound 
connection to the natural world. He sought a place where the boundary between the earthly and the 
spiritual was thin, where he could meditate and commune with nature. He found this spot, and with the 
help of villagers, built the first structure, around which the tea house as we know it eventually grew."

"This monk was known for his deep wisdom and his ability to heal the sick of heart and mind. People 
would travel from far and wide to seek his counsel. He believed in the power of tea to soothe the soul 
and open the heart, and thus, he began the tradition of serving tea to all who visited. It is said that the 
tea he brewed carried not just the warmth of the fire and the flavor of the leaves but also a piece of his 
spirit, imbuing each cup with a sense of peace and clarity."

"One night, under the full moon, it is told that the spirits of the forest gathered here, drawn by the 
monk's purity of heart and his deep respect for all living things. In gratitude for his devotion, they 
bestowed upon the tea house a blessing, a kind of magic that would protect and nurture all who sought 
refuge within its walls. This blessing, some say, is what gives the tea house its serene aura and its 
ability to connect us to something greater than ourselves."

"Whether one believes in such tales or not, the truth is that this place has been a sanctuary for countless 
souls over the centuries. It has stood through wars, natural disasters, and the changing tides of history, 
yet it remains a haven of peace and reflection. The stories of the monk and the blessings of the spirits 
serve as reminders of the tea house's purpose: to offer solace, wisdom, and a connection to the timeless 
beauty of the natural world."

"So, while the stories may blend fact with folklore, the essence of what they teach us remains. It is a 
legacy of compassion, understanding, and harmony with nature that I, as the current keeper of this tea 
house, strive to continue."

Kenta: I take it the monk was Buddhist, would I know his name? Was he famous?

Kazuo: "Yes, the monk was indeed Buddhist, a practitioner deeply immersed in the teachings of Zen 
Buddhism, which emphasizes direct experience and meditation as paths to enlightenment. His name, 
however, like much of his life, remains shrouded in the mists of time. In the tradition of Zen, where the 
emphasis is on the essence of practice rather than the individual, his personal identity was never the 
focal point of the stories passed down."

"He was not famous in the conventional sense, as his journey was one of quiet contemplation and 
service rather than seeking recognition. His influence was profound but subtle, marked not by grand 
deeds that history might record but by the countless lives he touched and the serene sanctuary he 
created here. It is said that he believed deeply in the principle of 'anonymity in service'—that true 
compassion and teaching flow without the need for accolades or acknowledgement."

"This monk's legacy is not one of fame but of lasting impact, woven into the very essence of this tea 
house and its surroundings. The peace that visitors feel, the sense of connection to something greater, is 
a testament to his life and teachings. His story, while lacking in names and dates, is rich in spiritual 
significance, embodying the Zen principles of mindfulness, simplicity, and the interconnection of all 
life."
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"In this way, the monk's anonymity serves as a powerful lesson in humility and the value of living a life 
dedicated to the well-being of others and the world around us. It reminds us that our actions, our 
kindness, and our spirit leave a mark far beyond what names and fame can ever achieve. And so, while 
we may not know his name, his presence is felt by all who find solace and inspiration within these 
walls."

Kenta: Perhaps I am getting a bit presumptuous here, but there is a story of a tea master who had to 
fight a samurai. A famous teacher of the sword advised the fellow to approach the samurai as if he was 
serving him tea. Are there any stories like that associated with the founder of this place? 

Kazuo: "Ah, you touch upon a tale that resonates deeply with the spirit of this place, blending the arts 
of tea and martial discipline in a lesson of mindfulness and presence. While the story you refer to is a 
celebrated account, reflecting the profound connection between the way of tea and the way of the 
samurai, there is indeed a similar narrative that is woven into the history of our tea house's founder."

"It is said that, in the early days of the tea house, the monk was visited by a samurai, weary from the 
conflicts that plagued the land. This samurai, renowned for his prowess in battle, was seeking solace, 
though he himself did not yet understand what form that solace should take. The monk, recognizing the 
turmoil within the samurai's spirit, invited him to partake in a tea ceremony."

"Throughout the ceremony, the monk 
performed each step with deliberate, mindful 
actions, embodying the tranquility and focus 
that are the essence of the tea ritual. The 
samurai, accustomed to the immediacy of 
combat, found himself drawn into the quiet, 
reflective world of the ceremony, 
experiencing a sense of peace he had not 
known before."

"After the ceremony, the samurai confessed to 
the monk that he had come with the intention 
of challenging him, having heard tales of the 
monk's wisdom and wishing to test it against 
his own martial skill. However, through the 
tea ceremony, he had found a different kind of 
strength—a strength not of the sword, but of 
the soul."

"The monk, in his gentle way, had indeed prepared for the samurai's challenge, not by meeting force 
with force, but by offering a profound lesson in mindfulness, presence, and the power of peace over 
conflict. This encounter, much like the story you referenced, became a cornerstone of the tea house's 
legacy, illustrating how the art of tea can serve as a bridge to understanding, reconciliation, and the 
transformation of the spirit."
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"So, while the details may differ, the essence of the tale you mentioned finds a reflection in the history 
of our tea house. It is a reminder that true mastery, in any endeavour, lies in the ability to bring 
harmony and understanding to even the most challenging of circumstances."

Kenta: Emiko, have you heard that story? Is that why you come here to practice? To commune with 
that samurai?

Emiko: "Yes, I've heard the story from Kazuo-sensei, and it's one of the many reasons I was drawn to 
this place. The tale embodies the profound connection between martial arts and the path of mindfulness 
and peace, which resonates deeply with my own journey in martial arts. It's not just about physical 
prowess but also about cultivating the spirit, understanding oneself, and seeking harmony."

"While the idea of communing with the samurai from the story is a poetic one, what I truly seek here is 
the essence of what he discovered—peace, focus, and a deeper connection to the world around me. 
Practising in these gardens, surrounded by the legacy of the tea house and the stories of those who have 
found solace here, is incredibly inspiring. It’s a reminder that the path of the martial artist is not solely 
about confrontation but also about understanding and harmony."

"The energy of this place, the tranquility, and the history enrich my practice in ways that go beyond the 
physical. It’s as if the air itself carries the wisdom of the ages, the lessons of the monk, the samurai, and 
all those who have passed through. It helps me to focus, to centre myself, and to connect with the 
deeper aspects of martial arts that are often overlooked in the modern world."

"So, while I might not be communing with the samurai in a literal sense, I am certainly engaging with 
the lessons he learned and the peace he found here. Every movement, every breath, becomes a step on 
the path to understanding—not just of martial arts, but of life itself. And in that way, I suppose, the 
spirit of the samurai, his journey from conflict to peace, guides me in my own."

Kenta: So you are not looking to commune with ghosts. What about the spirits sensei said blessed this 
place, do you think they are Yokai?

Emiko: "The spirits that Kazuo-sensei speaks of, the ones believed to have blessed this place, I 
perceive them more as manifestations of the natural world's energy rather than Yokai in the traditional 
sense of folklore beings with distinct personalities and intentions. The idea of Yokai is deeply ingrained 
in Japanese culture, representing a wide array of spirits and creatures, each with its own lore and 
legend. However, the presence here feels different—more primal, more connected to the essence of life 
and the flow of the universe."

"In my practice and in my moments of quiet reflection here, I've felt a profound sense of connection to 
something greater, a kind of harmonious energy that permeates everything. It's a feeling of being part 
of a continuous cycle of growth, decay, and renewal. This energy, these 'spirits,' if you will, seem to 
embody the very essence of nature itself—the trees, the wind, the earth underfoot. They're not Yokai in 
the sense of mystical creatures with their own stories and motives but are more akin to the life force 
that moves through all things."
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"That's not to say the legends and stories of Yokai don't hold their own truth and wisdom. They're an 
important part of understanding the myriad ways in which humans have sought to explain and relate to 
the mysteries of the world around us. But the spirits of this place, they remind us that we're all part of a 
larger whole, interconnected and interdependent."

"So, while I respect and am fascinated by the rich tapestry of Yokai lore, my connection to the spirits of 
this tea house and its gardens is rooted in a sense of unity with the natural world. It's a reminder to live 
with mindfulness and respect for all forms of life, to seek balance and harmony, and to embrace the 
profound beauty of existence. That, to me, is the true blessing of this place."

Kenta: It sounds to me like Emiko could be a student for you, Hiroshi. With her concern for the natural 
world.

Hiroshi: "Indeed, Emiko's deep connection to and respect for the natural world align closely with the 
principles I hold dear in my own work as an environmental biologist. Her approach to martial arts, 
seeing it as a path not just to physical discipline but also to spiritual and environmental harmony, 
resonates with the interdisciplinary nature of environmental studies. It's a reminder that the pursuit of 
knowledge and understanding isn't confined to academic silos but is deeply interconnected across fields 
and practices."

"Emiko's perspective reinforces the idea that 
the environment isn't just a backdrop for 
human activities but a vital, living system that 
we're a part of. Her practice, rooted in 
mindfulness and a sense of connection to the 
world around her, embodies the principles of 
sustainability and conservation. It's about being 
aware of the impact of our actions, 
understanding the delicate balance of nature, 
and striving to live in a way that respects and 
preserves that balance."

"In many ways, Emiko could indeed be 
considered a student of the natural world, as 
we all are—or should be. Her journey is a 
powerful example of how traditional practices 
like martial arts can inform and enrich our 
relationship with the environment. It highlights 
the importance of cultural heritage in shaping 
our understanding of and interactions with the 
natural world."

"So, while my teaching typically takes place within the confines of a university, the lessons we can 
learn from Emiko's approach are universal. They speak to the need for a holistic understanding of our 
place in the world, one that blends science, spirituality, and sustainability. It's a reminder that the quest 
for environmental stewardship and harmony with nature is not just the domain of scientists but is a 
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shared responsibility, accessible through many paths, including the disciplined and mindful practice of 
martial arts."

Kenta: Kazuo sensei, can you tell me a bit more of the history of the tea house? I understand there 
were many tea masters before you. Well that sounds silly, considering the age of this place, there must 
have been masters before. Can you tell me about them, were they as mysterious as the first?

Kazuo: "Indeed, the lineage of tea masters who have tended to this tea house forms a tapestry rich with 
history and tradition. Each master brought their unique spirit and understanding to the art of tea, 
contributing to the depth and sanctity of this place. While the founder set the foundations with his 
profound connection to nature and spirituality, those who followed carried forward his legacy, each 
adding their own threads to the weave of its story."

"One such master was a woman known for her unparalleled skill in the Way of Tea. She lived several 
generations after the founder and was renowned not just for her exquisite tea ceremonies but also for 
her poetry, which captured the fleeting beauty of nature and the depth of human emotion. Her 
ceremonies were said to be transformative, leaving guests with a sense of profound peace and a deeper 
appreciation for the beauty of the present moment."

"Another memorable master was a scholar who had travelled extensively before settling at the tea 
house. He brought with him knowledge from across the land, integrating practices and philosophies 
from different regions into the tea ceremony. His tenure was marked by a fusion of styles, making the 
ceremonies here even more unique and reflective of the diverse tapestry of Japanese culture."

"There was also a master who was deeply versed in the healing arts. It was said that his tea ceremonies 
could soothe the weary heart and heal the body. He had a deep understanding of herbs and would blend 
his own tea, infusing it with ingredients that catered to the needs of his guests. His knowledge of the 
medicinal properties of plants was unparalleled, and many sought his counsel for both physical and 
spiritual ailments."

"Each master left their mark, not just on the tea house but on the fabric of the community it serves. 
They were guardians of tradition, yes, but also innovators, each interpreting the Way of Tea through the 
lens of their own experiences and the needs of their time. As the current steward of this tea house, I am 
deeply aware of the legacy I am part of. It is a legacy of connection—to the past, to nature, to the 
essence of humanity. And while the founders and masters of old may have been shrouded in an air of 
mystery, their true gift was in the openness and warmth they extended to all who sought refuge here."

"So, while each master had their mysteries, their true magic lay in their ability to bring people together, 
to foster a sense of community and shared humanity through the simple, profound act of sharing tea. It 
is this spirit, this legacy, that I strive to continue."

Kenta: Has the master brought you two together?

Kazuo: "The convergence of paths that has brought Emiko and Hiroshi to this tea house, and indeed to 
this moment, is a testament not only to my role as a tea master but also to the broader forces at work 
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within the universe. It is true that I have played a part in their journey here, through the ceremonies I 
conduct and the space I maintain as one of openness, learning, and reflection. However, it is their own 
quests for understanding, their own spiritual and intellectual curiosities, that have truly brought them 
together."

"Emiko, with her deep connection to the martial arts and her pursuit of harmony between the physical 
and spiritual, and Hiroshi, with his scientific mind and his openness to the mysteries beyond the 
empirical, represent the kind of dialogue and exploration that this tea house has always sought to foster. 
It is a place where the boundaries between disciplines, between ways of knowing and experiencing the 
world, are blurred, inviting a richer, more nuanced understanding of life."

"In that sense, yes, you could say that my role as a tea master has facilitated their coming together, but 
it is more accurate to see it as the tea house itself, with its centuries-old legacy of welcoming all who 
seek knowledge, peace, and connection, that has drawn them here. It is the spirit of this place, imbued 
with the wisdom of all the tea masters and visitors who have come before, that acts as a magnet for 
those on a path of discovery."

"So, while I may have had a hand in their meeting, it is the tea house and everything it represents—the 
blending of history and present, of tradition and personal journey, of nature and humanity—that has 
truly brought us all together. It is a beautiful reminder of the interconnectedness of all things and the 
myriad paths that lead us to find each other, to learn, and to grow."

Kenta: Sensei is quite modest, what do you, Emiko and Hiroshi, what do you have to say about why 
you came together here? Did Kazuo sensei have so little to do with it?

Emiko: "Kazuo-sensei's modesty understates his role in our convergence at this tea house. While it's 
true that the essence and history of this place have a magnetic pull of their own, it was sensei's 
guidance and the atmosphere he cultivates here that truly brought us together. His approach to the tea 
ceremony as a form of meditation and connection spoke to my own journey in martial arts, seeking 
balance and harmony within myself and with the world around me. Without his wisdom and the 
welcoming space he has nurtured here, I may not have found this sanctuary that complements my 
practice so well."

"And it's not just about the physical space. Kazuo-sensei embodies the principles of tea and life that 
resonate with both Hiroshi and me. His teachings, though subtle, have a profound impact on how we 
view our own paths and how we relate to each other and the world. So, while the tea house and its 
legacy are what initially drew me, it's sensei's presence and guidance that have been pivotal in my 
journey here."

Hiroshi: "I echo Emiko's sentiments. The scientific part of me was initially drawn to the tea house out 
of curiosity for the 'mystical' aspects it's known for. Yet, it was Kazuo-sensei's profound understanding 
of the natural world, his ability to weave together the tangible and the intangible, that truly captivated 
me. His approach to tea, to life, bridges the gap between science and spirituality in a way that 
challenges and enriches my understanding of both."
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"The sensei's role in bringing us together—whether directly or indirectly—cannot be understated. 
Through his ceremonies and teachings, he creates moments of reflection and connection that are rare in 
our usual fast-paced lives. It's in these moments that Emiko, I, and others find common ground, shared 
interests, and a deeper appreciation for the interconnectedness of all things. So, while the tea house 
itself is a place of magic and history, Kazuo-sensei is the catalyst that transforms it from a mere 
location into a community of shared experience and growth."

"In essence, our coming together here, our shared journey, owes much to Kazuo-sensei's gentle 
guidance and the space he has created. It's a testament to his belief in the power of tea to bring people 
together, to foster dialogue and understanding across seemingly disparate paths."

Kenta: I am fascinated by the connection of swordsmanship and this tea house. Emiko are you the 
latest in a long line of fencers who have trained here?

Emiko: "In a way, yes. While I may not be part 
of a direct lineage of swordsmen and women 
who have trained specifically at this tea house, 
the spirit of martial arts, and the sword in 
particular, has a long and intertwined history 
with this place. The stories and the energy of the 
tea house speak to a tradition of warriors seeking 
peace and understanding beyond the battlefield, 
much like the samurai who sought solace and 
wisdom here centuries ago."

"My journey to this tea house and my practice 
here are continuations of that tradition—seeking 
balance, harmony, and a deeper connection to the 
self and the world through the discipline of the 
sword. The principles of mindfulness, focus, and 
the pursuit of inner peace that are cultivated in 
the tea ceremony resonate deeply with the path 
of the martial artist."

"So, in a broader sense, I am part of a long lineage of practitioners who have sought wisdom and 
growth in the practice of the sword. This tea house, with its rich history of spiritual exploration and its 
connection to the natural world, provides a unique environment where the martial arts can be practised 
not just as a physical discipline but as a way of life. It's a place where the external practice of 
swordsmanship and the internal practice of self-reflection and meditation meet."

"And in that meeting, there's a powerful exchange of energy and insight. Training here, I feel connected 
not just to the past practitioners who have walked similar paths but also to a larger, timeless tradition of 
seeking understanding through discipline and practice. It's an honour to continue that tradition here, in 
this sacred space, and to contribute my own chapter to its ongoing story."
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Kenta: Hiroshi san, why did you come to the tea house in the first place? It has a long-cultured garden 
and doesn't seem like a place a scientist would want to study.

Hiroshi: "My initial journey to the tea house was born out of a blend of personal curiosity and 
professional skepticism. On the surface, it might seem unusual for a scientist, particularly one 
specialized in environmental biology, to seek out a place steeped in tradition and spirituality. However, 
my interest was piqued by the tea house's reputation for having a garden that was said to be in perfect 
harmony with nature, a concept that resonates deeply with my own field of study."

"The tea house, with its long-cultured garden, presented an intriguing paradox. Here was a place 
renowned for its natural beauty and balance, maintained for centuries, yet it also carried tales of 
mystical phenomena that defied scientific explanation. My initial intent was to observe and perhaps 
demystify the so-called magical aspects of the garden. I wondered if there might be ecological or 
botanical explanations for the stories of plants blooming out of season or the unusual behaviours of 
wildlife within its confines."

"What I found, however, was a compelling intersection of science and spirituality. The garden was 
indeed a marvel of ecological balance, a testament to the deep understanding of natural cycles and 
biodiversity. But there was also an undeniable sense of peace and harmony that couldn't be quantified 
or analyzed through scientific methods alone. It challenged my perspectives and opened my mind to the 
possibility that there are dimensions of our interaction with the natural world that science is only 
beginning to explore."

"So, while it may have seemed unlikely for a scientist to seek out a place like this, the tea house and its 
garden have enriched my understanding of nature in ways I hadn't anticipated. It's a reminder that the 
pursuit of knowledge is not confined to the laboratory or the classroom but is a journey that can take us 
into the heart of tradition, culture, and the human experience of the natural world."

Kenta: I see, so both you and Emiko were drawn here by the stories. As was I. that is most interesting. 
Do many of the visitors come just for the mystery, sensei?

Kazuo: "Indeed, the allure of the tea house's history and the stories that have been woven into its very 
fabric draw many visitors, each seeking something different. Some come out of curiosity, intrigued by 
the tales of mystery and the supernatural that surround this place. Others are drawn here by a desire to 
experience the peace and tranquility that the tea house and its gardens offer, a respite from the chaos of 
the modern world."

"There are also those who come seeking a deeper connection, whether to the tradition of tea, to the 
practice of martial arts, or to the natural world itself. The tea house, with its rich legacy of spiritual 
exploration and its embrace of the natural cycles of growth and decay, offers a unique space for 
reflection and personal growth."

"What unites all these visitors, regardless of their initial reasons for coming, is the discovery that the 
tea house is more than just its mysteries. It is a place of connection—between past and present, 
between human and nature, between the tangible and the intangible. The stories, while captivating, are 
merely gateways to deeper experiences and understandings."
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"So, yes, many come for the mystery, but they stay for the sense of peace, the depth of tradition, and 
the opportunity to engage with a way of life that values harmony, mindfulness, and the continual 
pursuit of knowledge. It is my hope, as the current steward of this tea house, to continue to offer this 
space as one where all who visit can find what they are seeking, whether it be answers, solace, or a 
deeper connection to the world around them."

Kenta: I wonder, do you think we will see anything this evening? Or will the mysteries be chased away 
because we are seeking them. I would very much like to see your mist, Hiroshi, and your shadows, 
Emiko.

Hiroshi: "The phenomena we've experienced here, like the mist and the subtle energies of the garden, 
often have a way of presenting themselves when least expected. While our desire to witness them is 
natural, these mysteries seem to operate on their own terms, revealing themselves in moments of quiet 
openness rather than active pursuit. That said, the very act of being present, of sharing in this space 
with openness and respect, might invite such experiences. Whether or not they choose to reveal 
themselves tonight, the beauty and tranquility of the tea house offer their own kind of magic."

Emiko: "I agree with Hiroshi. The experiences I've had with the shadows and light felt like gifts, 
moments of connection that were as much about my own state of being as they were about the external 
conditions. We might not be able to summon these experiences at will, but by embracing the peace and 
depth of this place, by allowing ourselves to be fully present, we open ourselves to the possibility of 
encountering the extraordinary. Regardless, the practice and the setting itself are enriching, with or 
without the mystical manifestations."

Kazuo: "Indeed, the mysteries of this tea house and its surroundings are not performances to be 
summoned at will. They are interwoven with the very essence of the place, emerging in their own time 
and for their own reasons. Yet, the act of coming together, of sharing in the tea ceremony and 
embracing the spirit of this place, creates a harmony that is conducive to experiencing the profound. 
Whether or not the mist or the shadows grace us with their presence, the time spent in reflection and 
communion with each other and with nature is a valuable experience in itself."

"Let us then proceed with the tea ceremony, with hearts and minds open. Let us embrace the beauty of 
the moment and the peace of the garden. If the mysteries of the tea house choose to reveal themselves, 
let it be a blessing. If not, let the tranquility and the connection we share be the magic we experience 
tonight."

Kenta: Very well, I have agreed to stay for the night, and I would very much enjoy experiencing your 
skill at tea. Is there anything I need to do before you begin? 
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Kazuo: "Your openness and willingness to participate are all that are required. The tea ceremony is as 
much about the mindset and presence of the 
participants as it is about the actions of the tea 
master. Before we begin, I would invite you to 
enter this experience with a spirit of mindfulness 
and respect—for the tradition, for the 
environment, and for each other."

"There are a few simple practices you might find 
enriching to prepare yourself:

• Purification: Traditionally, guests will 
purify themselves before participating in a 
tea ceremony. This can be as simple as 
washing your hands and rinsing your 
mouth, symbolizing the cleansing of body 
and mind.

• Mindful Dressing: If possible, wear or 
bring simple, comfortable clothing that 
allows you to sit comfortably on the 
tatami mats. This is more about comfort 
and respect for the ceremony than 
adherence to strict dress codes.

• Openness to Learning: The tea 
ceremony is rich with symbolism and 
tradition. I will explain the significance of 
the various steps and elements as we go, 
inviting you to engage not just with the senses, but with the heart and mind as well.

• Presence: Perhaps most importantly, I invite you to be fully present. The tea ceremony is an 
exercise in mindfulness, an opportunity to step away from the distractions of the outside world 
and connect deeply with the here and now."

"With these preparations, you are ready to participate in the tea ceremony. It is a journey not just of 
taste, but of spirit—one that I hope will bring you peace, insight, and a deeper connection to the beauty 
of the moment. Let us begin."

Kenta: Can you tell us what you're going to do, and then I'll turn the recorder off until we're done.

Kazuo: "Certainly. The tea ceremony, or chanoyu, is a ritual of preparation, serving, and consuming 
matcha, a finely ground powdered green tea. It is rooted in Zen Buddhism and is as much a meditative 
practice as it is a social or culinary one. Here's a brief overview of the steps we'll follow:

1. Preparation of the Space: The tea room and utensils are meticulously cleaned and arranged 
before the ceremony. This physical preparation mirrors the internal preparation of leaving 
behind the outside world to enter a state of mindfulness and tranquility.
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2. Welcoming the Guests: You will be welcomed into the tea room, symbolizing your entry into a 
shared space of harmony and respect. It's an invitation to leave behind daily concerns and enter 
a moment of peace.

3. Purification of Utensils: I will ritually cleanse the tea scoop (chashaku), the whisk (chasen), 
and the tea bowl (chawan). This act symbolizes purity and simplicity, key tenets of the tea 
ceremony.

4. Preparation of Tea: I will prepare the matcha by first warming the bowl, then placing a 
measured amount of tea into the bowl, adding hot water, and whisking it until it forms a frothy 
consistency. This process is done with precise, deliberate movements, inviting both the preparer 
and the guests to be fully present.

5. Serving the Tea: The tea is served to guests one at a time. The bowl is passed from guest to 
guest, who each drink a portion. This act of sharing from a single bowl fosters a sense of 
community and equality.

6. Enjoyment and Reflection: After drinking the tea, there's a moment for silent reflection, 
appreciating the tea, the company, and the moment. The utensils and the tea room's aesthetic 
elements, such as scrolls or flower arrangements, may also be appreciated and discussed.

7. Conclusion: The ceremony closes with the cleaning of the utensils, signifying the end of the 
shared experience and a return to the external world, albeit with a renewed sense of calm and 
mindfulness.

Throughout the ceremony, I will guide you through each step, explaining the significance and inviting 
you to experience the moment fully. It's a journey that transcends mere consumption of tea, aiming to 
cultivate peace, attentiveness, and a deeper connection to the present."

"With this understanding, we are ready to begin. Please feel free to turn off the recorder as we enter 
into this meditative and communal experience together."

Kenta: Ah, if you will be describing things, do you mind if I leave the recorder on?

Kazuo: "Not at all. If you believe the recorder will help capture the essence of the ceremony and aid in 
your reflection or sharing of the experience later, then you are welcome to leave it on. The ceremony is 
about connection and understanding, and if documenting it serves that purpose for you, it aligns with 
the spirit of what we aim to achieve here. Just ensure that it does not distract from your presence and 
engagement with the moment. The heart of the tea ceremony lies in the experience itself, in the 
mindfulness, and in the shared silence and contemplation as much as in the formal aspects and 
explanations."

Kenta: Thank you sensei, I've turned the recorder to automatic, please proceed without my 
questioning.

Kazuo: "Very well. Let us begin our journey into the heart of chanoyu, the Way of Tea. As we proceed, 
allow yourself to be fully present, to observe not just with your eyes and ears, but with all your senses, 
and with your heart. Let the ceremony be an island of tranquility in the stream of daily life, a moment 
where time slows, and the simple act of preparing and sharing tea becomes a profound experience of 
connection and peace."
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[The reporter has written some notes on the ceremony and what happened afterward that I will include  
here.]

1. Silent Preparation: Kazuo moves with deliberate grace, preparing the space and the utensils, 
embodying the serenity that the ceremony seeks to evoke.

2. Welcoming Gesture: With a bow, he invites the participants into the tea room, signalling the 
start of the ceremony and the entrance into a shared sacred space.

3. Purification Ritual: Each utensil is carefully and ritually cleansed, a symbolic act of purity and 
readiness, inviting participants to cleanse their own minds and hearts.

4. The Whisking of the Tea: Kazuo measures the matcha into the warmed bowl, adds hot water, 
and then, with a bamboo whisk, mixes the tea in a rhythmic motion, creating a bright green 
froth that signifies the blending of the elements.

5. Serving the Tea: The bowl is offered first to one guest, who takes it with a bow, drinks, wipes 
the rim, and passes it to the next, connecting each person in the ritual of sharing.

6. Moment of Reflection: After the tea has been shared, there's a pause, a collective breath as the 
group sits in silent appreciation of the tea, the company, and the moment.

7. Closing: The utensils are cleaned once more, and the ceremony gently concludes, with Kazuo 
offering a final bow, a silent acknowledgement of the journey shared and the return to the world 
outside, enriched by the experience.

Kazuo, after a moment of shared silence, speaks softly: "Thank you for joining in this ceremony, for 
bringing your presence and your spirit to this shared moment. May the peace and mindfulness 
experienced here accompany you as you step back into the flow of daily life. Remember that the 
essence of the tea ceremony - harmony (wa), respect (kei), purity (sei), and tranquility (jaku) - can be 
carried within your heart, a sanctuary to which you can always return."
[The Ceremony Ends]

Kazuo's guidance through the ceremony offers not just an insight into the ritual of tea but an invitation 
to embrace each moment of life with mindfulness and peace.

Kenta: That was, I have to admit, an intense experience, thank you sensei. Is it always like this for you 
two... What is that, do you hear a noise outside?

As the last words of gratitude hang in the air, a 
subtle rustling from the gardens interrupts the 
serene aftermath of the tea ceremony. We turned 
toward sound, our senses heightened by the quiet 
intensity of the ritual we just shared. The night, 
previously still, now seems alive with whispers of 
movement.

Kazuo: "Let us see what the garden wishes to 
reveal to us tonight." We moved towards the 
sliding door, gently pushing it open to reveal the 
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moonlit garden, where the shadows and light played among the ancient trees and meticulously tended 
foliage.

As we stepped out, the rustling intensified, leading our eyes to a figure standing at the edge of the 
garden, where shadow met light. The figure seemed both out of place and yet entirely at home within 
the confines of the tea house's garden.

Emiko: "Who's there? Please, show yourself." Her hand rested lightly on the hilt of her wooden 
training sword, a gesture of readiness I think, rather than threat.

The figure steped forward into a shaft of moonlight, revealing an elderly man dressed in traditional 
garb, his eyes reflected a depth of knowledge and a spark of the mysterious. His presence was 
commanding yet peaceful.

The stranger spoke, his voice seemed to hold the weight of ages, "I am a guardian of this place, a 
steward of its secrets and its legacy. You have shown yourselves to be seekers of wisdom, of peace, and 
of the deeper connections that bind us all. It is for this reason I reveal myself to you now."

Kazuo bowed deeply. He seemed to know who this stranger was. "We are honored by your presence, 
and grateful for the wisdom you choose to share."

The stranger nodded, and looked at us. "The tea house, and all it represents, thrives on the continuum 
of learning and sharing. Each of you carries a spark that, when nurtured, can illuminate the darkness. 
Remember, the mysteries of the world are not to be feared but embraced, as they are the keys to 
understanding our place within the grand tapestry of existence."

With these words, he stepped back, blending into the shadows, leaving behind a sense of wonder, a 
touch of the mystical, and a deepened bond among us. We stood in silence, each processing the 
encounter.

As we returned to the tea room, the air seemed charged with a new energy. The experience transformed 
my understanding, not just of the tea house and its traditions, but of the very fabric of reality. I realized 
that the ceremony was just the beginning, a doorway through which we stepped into a world where 
history, spirituality, and the natural world intertwined.

As the mysterious figure faded into the shadows, a profound silence came over us. The air around us 
shimmered, subtly at first, then more palpably, as if the garden itself breathed a deep, ancient sigh.

Kazuo, gestured for us to follow him back inside. The tea room, once familiar, now seemed to hold the 
promise of untold stories, its walls echoing with the whispers of the past.

Kazuo: "The time has come to journey beyond the veil of the present, to witness the roots from which 
this tea house has grown. Close your eyes, breathe deeply, and let your mind open to the flow of time 
itself."
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As we closed our eyes, the sensation of the room shifted. The air grew cooler, the scent of fresh earth 
and ancient wood mingling with the aroma of tea. When we opened our eyes, the tea house was 
transformed. We stood in an older, simpler space, the air thick with the mist of centuries past.

Before us, the shadowy figure reappeared, now clearer, solid, and radiating a gentle light. He 
introduced himself as Hikaru, the monk who founded the tea house. 

Hikaru: "Welcome, travellers of time. You stand now at 
the dawn of this sanctuary's story. This land, these trees, 
and this very structure were once nothing but a vision in 
my heart—a vision of a place where the weary could find 
rest, the seekers could find wisdom, and all could find a 
connection to the divine through the simple act of sharing 
tea."

The world outside the tea house windows was 
unrecognizable—a pristine landscape untouched by 
modernity, where the dance of nature unfolded in raw, 
breathtaking beauty. 

Hikaru led us through the daily rituals of the tea house, 
showing us the careful tending of the gardens, the 
preparation of the tea leaves, and the crafting of the utensils, each action imbued with mindfulness and 
respect for nature.

As we witnessed the origins of the tea house, we also saw the arrival of its first visitors—travellers, 
scholars, warriors, and poets, each drawn by the promise of peace and the pursuit of enlightenment. 
Hikaru shared his wisdom with all who sought it, his teachings echoing the interconnectedness of life, 
the impermanence of existence, and the beauty of the moment.

Hikaru: "The essence of the tea house is not in the walls that shelter it, nor in the tea that is served, but 
in the hearts of those who gather here. It is a beacon of light in a world of shadows, a place where the 
boundaries between the temporal and the eternal blur."

As the vision unfolded we were not just observers but participants, each of us taking part in the 
ceremonies, the conversations, and the silent moments of reflection that defined the tea house's early 
days. We experienced the profound impact of Hikaru's teachings, feeling a deep, unspoken connection 
to the past and an understanding of our roles in the continuum of the tea house's legacy.

Hikaru: "Remember, the tea house is a custodian of balance—a bridge between the seen and the 
unseen, the known and the mysterious. Its true power lies in the community it creates, the wisdom it 
preserves, and the peace it offers to all who seek it."

As his words lingered in the air, the vision gently receded, and we were back to the present. The 
modern tea house surrounded us once more, yet the air remained charged with the magic of our journey 
through time. 
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Kazuo: "Our journey through time reveals not only the origins of this place but also the roles we are to 
play in its ongoing story. The mysteries of the tea house are ours to safeguard, its wisdom ours to share, 
and its legacy ours to continue."

The night deepened, and a sense of purpose bound us together, our individual paths now intertwined 
with the destiny of the tea house. Hikaru's spirit entrusted us with a mission—a mission that goes 
beyond preserving a physical space, reaching into the preservation of wisdom, peace, and the sacred 
connection between all beings.

Kenta: How am I going to publish this story? Nobody is going to believe this, I hardly believe this. 
Sensei, will you be passing the tea house over to these fellow guests then?

Kazuo: "The truth of our experiences here transcends the need for belief in the conventional sense. 
Your story, while it may seem unbelievable to some, will resonate with those who have felt the stirrings 
of the unseen in their own lives, those who understand that reality holds more depth than the eye can 
see. As for publishing, share it as a testament to the journey of the spirit, a narrative exploration that 
blends the boundaries between fiction and reality. Let it inspire, provoke thought, and open hearts to 
the mysteries that surround us."

"Regarding the future of the tea house, it is true that the time has come for a new generation to carry 
forward its legacy. However, this does not mean a simple transfer of ownership, as one might pass a 
physical object from hand to hand. The stewardship of the tea house is a spiritual vocation, a 
commitment to uphold its traditions, to nurture its community, and to preserve its sanctity."

"Emiko, with her deep connection to the martial traditions and her understanding of the balance 
between action and stillness, brings a vital energy to the tea house. Hiroshi, with his scientific curiosity 
and newfound openness to the mysteries beyond the empirical, offers a bridge between the ancient and 
the modern, the seen and the unseen."

"Their roles, alongside yours as the chronicler of this tale, are essential in the unfolding story of the tea 
house. It is not about replacing one keeper with another but about expanding the circle of guardianship 
to include diverse perspectives and gifts."

"This tea house is a living entity, its essence woven from the threads of all who have found solace and 
wisdom within its walls. As we step into the future, it will continue to evolve, guided by the principles 
of harmony, respect, purity, and tranquility. Together, we will ensure that its mysteries and its teachings 
remain a beacon for those who seek, just as you have sought and found more than you imagined."
The revelation of the tea house's transition to new guardianship underlines the dynamic nature of its 
legacy—a legacy that is not static but continually reborn through the contributions of those who are 
drawn to its serene embrace. The story, much like the tea ceremony itself, becomes a bridge connecting 
past, present, and future, inviting all who partake to become part of a timeless continuum of wisdom 
and peace.

Kenta: There is a place for me here?
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Kazuo: "Indeed, there is a place for you here. Your journey to the tea house, driven by curiosity and the 
desire to uncover its mysteries, has made you an integral part of its story. As the chronicler, you hold 
the unique role of bearing witness, of translating the essence of this place and its experiences into a 
form that can be shared with the world. Your voice will carry the legacy of the tea house beyond its 
physical boundaries, inviting others to explore the depths of their own connection to the unseen and the 
mystical."

"Your presence here is no coincidence. It is the result of paths converging at a point in time where the 
tea house is ready to reveal its secrets more openly. Through your narrative, you help weave the fabric 
of its history into the present, ensuring that its wisdom and beauty are accessible to those who seek it, 
even if they cannot be here in person."

"Moreover, your skepticism and your quest for understanding have enriched the dialogue between 
tradition and modernity, between belief and inquiry. This balance is essential as we navigate the 
complexities of the world today. You help bridge these worlds, making the teachings of the tea house 
relevant to a wider audience."

"So, yes, there is not only a place for you here but also a vital role. As we, Emiko, Hiroshi, and I, 
embrace our responsibilities as guardians of the tea house's legacy, your role as the storyteller, the 
connector, becomes ever more crucial. Together, we form a new foundation upon which the tea house 
will continue to thrive, a sanctuary of peace, wisdom, and mystery for generations to come."

“In this way, the tea house becomes a symbol of unity and diversity, a place where the ancient and the 
contemporary, the spiritual and the empirical, coexist in harmony. Your role as the chronicler ensures 
that the story of the tea house, with all its layers and nuances, continues to inspire and resonate, 
bridging time and space, spirit and matter.”

Kenta: Thank you sensei, and you Emiko and Hiroshi. I will do my best.

Emiko: "We have no doubt that you will. Your journey here and the story you'll share will inspire 
many. Remember, the strength of the tea house lies not only in its past but in the stories we continue to 
create together. Your narrative will be a bridge for others to experience the magic and wisdom of this 
place."

Hiroshi: "Indeed, your work will illuminate the intricate dance between the tangible and the intangible 
that we've experienced here. It's an important task, bringing light to the depth of connection possible 
between all facets of existence. I look forward to seeing how your storytelling unfolds and reaches 
beyond these walls."

Kazuo: "With gratitude and respect, we welcome your commitment. The path of the storyteller is a 
noble one, carrying the essence of the tea house into the hearts and minds of others. May your words 
reflect the tranquility, the mystery, and the profound sense of belonging that we have shared here. We 
are all part of this continuous flow of time and spirit, and together, we ensure that the legacy of the tea 
house endures."
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The notes and tape end here. I have found no trace of a published article that deals with this tea house.  
What became of it, and of the reporter I have no idea. 
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You will find more free books from Kim Taylor at: 

Martial arts
https://sdksupplies.com/cat_manual-free-ebooks.html

Poetry, Photographs and Prose
https://180degreeimaging.com/TaylorBooks.html
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